
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
manager, digital analytics. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for manager, digital analytics

Able to gain insight into target brand consumers and global positioning in
order to recommend CRM initiatives that align to these
Understands consumer journeys and how to leverage data to create
dialogues and nurture relationships over time
Understands how to analyze and derive insights from expressed and implied
brand preferences, lifestyle interests, and communication preferences –
aggregate, cluster and individual subscriber levels
Understands business rules to define contact strategies and prioritization of
communications across multiple brands
Experienced deriving insights from data sets across channels (email, social,
web, mobile, text, etc) and comfortable recommending how to activate
insights
Understands the platform database structure (enterprise, business units, data
extensions, suppressions, etc)
Understands universal control groups – business rules and how to measure
differential performance over time
Understands engagement and success metrics across channels – tracks trends
and recommends campaign/model refinements
Understands tagging and tracking campaign activity and attribution across
channels
Defines a process for maintaining active data collection points, retiring fields

Example of Manager, Digital Analytics Job
Description
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Qualifications for manager, digital analytics

Collaborate with Digital Insight Analysts and Product Owners to create
customized behavioral tracking (data collection) and content optimization
solutions
Identify tagging / instrumentation requirements, gaps in current processes
and provide best-practices recommendations regarding the implementation
of solutions such as web analytics, attribution and marketing operations
Participate in design and code reviews, documentation of design, and
implementation of methodologies to ensure the highest quality software
Act as day-to-day point of contact with Tag Management System vendor to
address issues and request support as needed
5 years experience in an analytics role for an online retail or digital commerce
website
Proven track record of building analytics strategies and teams from the
ground up


